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✓ One-neutron	halo	nuclei:		

- β-p	decay	possible:	

• low	Sn	(Qβp=782	keV	-	Sn)	

• s.p.	behaviour	of	halo	nuclei	

- βp	decay	via	con[nuum	states	in	daughter
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The	physics	case:	βp	decay	of	11Be



✓ Only	known	nucleus	to	decay	by		β-p	

- several	theore[cal	descrip[ons	available		

- branching	ra[o	(2.5·10-8	—	10-6)	and	energy	spectrum	(Ecm	=	150—200	keV)	

✓ βp	decay	of	11Be:	discre[sed	con[nuum	direct	decay	(DCDD)	formalism	

- ini[al	state	=	s-wave	neutron	in	poten[al	of	inert	10Be	core	

- final	state	=	con[nuum	wave	func[on	of	s-wave	proton	in	the	10Be	poten[al	(Coulomb	+	nuclear)

The	physics	case:	βp	decay	of	11Be

K.	Riisager,	NPA925	(2014)	112

★ 				DCDD	calcula[ons	
—			R-matrix	calcula[on	
-	-	-	α	decay	of	the	level	included	 
							(width	0	and	100	keV)	

K. Riisager / Nuclear Physics A 925 (2014) 112–125 121

Fig. 4. The energy spectrum for decays into p + 10Be as a function of centre-of-mass energy. The stars mark results
of DCDD calculations with square well potentials. The solid curve are results from an R-matrix calculation employing
Eq. (5), the dashed curves arise from Eq. (6) for assumed alpha-decay widths of 0 keV and 100 keV. See the text for
details.

4.2. Implications for R-matrix fits

If fits are made only in a small energy range it does not matter which approximation of R-
matrix is used. The larger the energy range, and the larger the effect of having several levels
and/or several decay channels, the more obvious is the need to employ the full theory. However,
whatever method is used, it is essential to distinguish clearly observed parameters from R-matrix
parameters. The main difference in fitting comes from including or neglecting the shift factor
(compare Eqs. (5) and (6)), whereas the energy dependence of the level width Γ = 2P(E)γ 2

may be inserted or not according to whether its variation is significant. In Eq. (6) observed pa-
rameters must be inserted (except for the explicit energy variation of the level width), in Eq. (5)
the R-matrix parameters. The conversion between the two parameter sets is, for narrow levels,
via the correction factor (1 + γ 2 dS/dE)−1. For wide levels it eventually becomes meaningless
to attempt a conversion. The important fact to note is now that the Wigner limit applies to the
R-matrix parameter value, whereas the Gamow–Teller sum rule applies to the observed value.
Note further that the “observed BGT ” only represents the strength present close to the peak. It
may be an acceptable value for narrow peaks, but for broader peaks one should apply Eq. (4).
This holds in particular when interference occurs.

In some cases the observed BGT gives a misleading impression even for narrow levels. This
is when the small width Γ = 2Pγ 2 is due to a small penetrability rather than a small value for
γ 2 that measures the strength of the coupling to the outgoing channel. In this case one may get
a sizable contribution also at higher energies where the penetrability has increased, the “ghost
peak” of Barker and Treacy [30]. This effect is also seen in the 11Be(βp) case in the DCDD
model for resonance energies below about 65 keV. The effect is mainly due to the change in
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The	physics	case:	βp	decay	of	11Be

✓ Surprisingly	large	b(βp):	

- decay	must	proceed	through	new	s.p.	resonance	in	11B	strongly	fed	in	β	decay	

- B(GT)	~	3	(free	neutron	decay	-	halo	neutron	decaying	into	single-proton	state)		

✓ Goal:	

- first	direct	observa?on	of	its	βp	decay	

- βp	energy	spectrum	measurement		

• GT	strength	distribu?on	

• test	of	calcula?ons



How?

✓ 11Be	beam	@ISOLDE:		

- 1	GeV	protons	on	UCx	target	+	RILIS	+	GPS	+	HIE-ISOLDE	

- bunched	beam	

- implanted	into	ac[ve	volume	of	OTPC	detector
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nego przez fotopowielacz jest więc jednoznacznie związana z kątem nachylenia
trajektorii. Jeśli jest to wąski pik, to znaczy, że trajektoria była równole-
gła względem płaszczyzny xy, ponieważ całe światło dotarło do fotopowiela-
cza w tym samym czasie, czyli wszystkie elektrony musiały przebyć tę samą
drogę. Jeżeli sygnał jest szerszy, świadczy to o tym, że elektrony z jednego
końca trajektorii dryfowały dłużej, niż te z drugiego końca. To, czy ślad skie-
rowany jest w górę, czy w dół, można wywnioskować z położenia w czasie części
sygnału o wyższej amplitudzie, odpowiadającej widocznemu na zdjęciach pi-
kowi Bragga na końcu każdego śladu. Pełna rekonstrukcja kątów opisana jest
na przykład w [2, 19].

Rysunek 7: Schematyczne przedstawienie rekonstrukcji trójwymiarowej trajek-
torii cząstki naładowanej zarejestrowanej przez detektor OTPC. Szczegółowy
opis w tekście.
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How?

✓ 11Be	beam	@ISOLDE	with	OTPC:		

- low-density	gas	(He:	≥98%;	N2:	≤2%)	@	atmospheric	pressure	

- possible	to	observe	low-energy	protons	(down	to	100	keV)

6He β⎯→⎯ 6Li* →α+d,	 Eαd=156	keV

M.	Pfützner	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	C	92,	014316	(2015)
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Beam?me	es?mate	and	request

✓ 11Be	yield:	

- ~104	11Be	ions/s		(achieved	a	few	105	ions/s	at	REX-ISOLDE	with	a	1.9	μA	proton	beam,	UCx	target,	RILIS	
ion	source	and	GPS	separator)	

- 1	bunch/30	s	

✓ βp	rate:	∼300	βp	in	6	days	of	beam-[me		

- confirma[on	of	the	branching	ra[o	value	(normalising	the	number	of	βp	to	the	number	of	βα)		

- measurement	of	the	βp	energy	spectrum	

- βα	branching	to	be	remeasured	(elsewhere)	with	the	same	set-up	

Requested	shiOs:	  

6	days	(18	shiOs)	of	11Be	beam	at	7.0	A·MeV	at	the	HIE-ISOLDE	second	beamline		

one	day	(3	shiOs)	for	beam	tuning	

Total:	7	days	(21	shiOs)		



August	2012:	OTPC	@	REX-ISOLDE
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The "E-TOF identification plots for ions
arriving to the OTPC detector. (a) Only the ions which triggered the
data acquisition system. The rectangular box shows the gate used to
select the 31Ar events for further analysis. (b) All ions recorded by
the OTPC during the experiment.

time of each CCD frame. An example set of five CCD images
collected for one event, picturing the β3p decay of 31Ar, is
presented in Fig. 2.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Events corresponding to the ions of 31Ar which triggered the
OTPC acquisition were selected by the software gate indicated
by a rectangle in Fig. 1(a). The total number of such triggers

during the data-taking time of five days was about 53 000.
However, as a result of the high-energy fragmentation reaction
and the large thickness of all materials in the beam (target, de-
graders) the range straggling of the reaction products was much
larger than the effective thickness of the OTPC detector. For
the further analysis we selected only those events in which the
triggering 31Ar ion was stopped inside the detector, between
10% and 90% of its length. The latter limits were applied
to make sure that all decays with emission of protons will
be clearly visible on the CCD image. In addition, only those
events were taken into account where on the first CCD frame
no other ions than 31Ar were present. This measure was taken
to avoid any ambiguity in the assignment of the decay event to
the implanted ion. Finally, this procedure yielded about 21 000
events representing the proper implantation of a 31Ar ion.

Each event was inspected individually. The decay events
picturing the emission of a proton or a simultaneous emission
of two and three protons were clearly observed. Example
events of these three categories are shown in Fig. 3. If the decay
was captured on a different CCD frame than the implantation,
it was accepted only when the coordinates of the decay vertex
on the CCD image coincided with those of the point of
implantation. In addition, in case of emission of two and three
protons it was verified that the corresponding PMT waveform
was consistent with the scenario that all protons were emitted
simultaneously, representing a single decay event. The analysis
yielded 13 157 events of βp, 1729 events of β2p, and 13
events of β3p. In the remaining events no decay signals were
observed. In these cases either the decay occurred without
emission of a proton, or the delayed proton(s) were emitted
during the dead time of the system or after the full exposure
time. Due to the finite measuring time and the dead time
between frames, the average probability to observe a decay
in the five-frame time window was 92.3%. This value together
with the number of decays allowed to determine the total
branching ratios for all the decay channels observed. The
results are collected in Table I.

The determined branching ratios for the β1p and β2p
decays are in agreement with the literature values of 62 (2)%
and 8.5 (4)% [23]. The uncertainties of our values are smaller,
which illustrates the advantage of the OTPC detector for this
kind of study. Our results are obtained by a simple counting
of individual events which are unambiguously identified. No
normalizations are involved.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Example set of five consecutive CCD frames collected for one event. Each frame was exposed for 16 ms. In the first
frame the track of an implanted 31Ar ion is visible. In the second and fifth frames, tracks of contaminant ions passing through the chamber are
seen, while on the third frame nothing of interest happened. In the fourth frame the decay of the implanted ion by emission of three β-delayed
protons is captured.
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triggering 31Ar ion was stopped inside the detector, between
10% and 90% of its length. The latter limits were applied
to make sure that all decays with emission of protons will
be clearly visible on the CCD image. In addition, only those
events were taken into account where on the first CCD frame
no other ions than 31Ar were present. This measure was taken
to avoid any ambiguity in the assignment of the decay event to
the implanted ion. Finally, this procedure yielded about 21 000
events representing the proper implantation of a 31Ar ion.

Each event was inspected individually. The decay events
picturing the emission of a proton or a simultaneous emission
of two and three protons were clearly observed. Example
events of these three categories are shown in Fig. 3. If the decay
was captured on a different CCD frame than the implantation,
it was accepted only when the coordinates of the decay vertex
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implantation. In addition, in case of emission of two and three
protons it was verified that the corresponding PMT waveform
was consistent with the scenario that all protons were emitted
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between frames, the average probability to observe a decay
in the five-frame time window was 92.3%. This value together
with the number of decays allowed to determine the total
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The determined branching ratios for the β1p and β2p
decays are in agreement with the literature values of 62 (2)%
and 8.5 (4)% [23]. The uncertainties of our values are smaller,
which illustrates the advantage of the OTPC detector for this
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